NOTES:

1. CASTING TO BE NEENAH FOUNDRY NO. 1733. SEE DETAIL S-4 OR SS-1.


3. HDPE ADJUSTING RINGS ARE REQUIRED (MIN. 2-2", MAX 5-2" HEIGHT).

4. LADTECH GLUE (PER INSTRUCTIONS) SHALL BE APPLIED BETWEEN EACH HDPE ADJUSTING RING. CONSTRUCT 1/2" CONCRETE GROUT BETWEEN THE CONCRETE CONE AND HDPE RINGS. IF THE OPENING IS OFFSET FROM THE STRUCTURE, CONCRETE RINGS MAY BE REQUIRED BY THE ENGINEER. CONSTRUCT 1/2" MORTAR BETWEEN CASTING, CONCRETE ADJUSTING RINGS, AND STRUCTURE. (NON-SHRINKING GROUT REQ.) EXTERNAL SEAL SHALL BE INSTALLED IN CONJUNCTION WITH ADJUSTING RINGS AND CASTING ASSEMBLY.